
 

We are looking for a 

Junior Analyst (m/f) for our 

Research & Analysis department 
to start in our Hamburg office as soon as possible. 

 

 

Statista.com unites professional IT experts, industry-savvy researchers and renowned analysts. 

Together, we operate one of the world‘s leading statistics portal. Using our innovative and intuitive 

research tool, we supply our international customers from economic, educational and media 

backgrounds with current and relevant quantitative data. In addition, our Research & Analysis 

department provides customized research and analysis services to our business clients. Be a part of 

this multiple award-winning company and contribute to its success story. 

Your task 

 Participation in multifaceted projects and carry out analytical tasks 

 Research and analysis of primary and secondary external data 

 Development and implementation of company- and market-analyses to answer interesting 

questions from our business clients 

 Graphical preparation of results in PowerPoint and Excel 

 Possibility to quickly assume complete project responsibility  

Your background 

 You are an English native speaker with a proficient level of German ( bi-lingual preferred) 

 You recently completed your studies in economic sciences or a related discipline (Bachelor / 

Master level) 

 You have proven (for example, during internships), that you can grasp new tasks, concepts and 

ideas rapidly and that you are able to familiarize yourself quickly with new topics 

 You can handle Microsoft Office tools with ease and confidence - you are proficient in Excel and 

PowerPoint  

 You enjoy researching, organizing and analysing large volumes of information in Excel 

 You have outstanding analytical / quantitative abilities, show a high degree of self-initiative and 

demand quality in your daily work 

 You work independently and reliably, you are eager to take on responsibility and can handle 

temporarily high workloads during peak project phases 

 Your personality is characterized by flexibility and team spirit 

Our offer 

You will work in a team on exciting and diverse projects (e.g. for clients in UK, USA, Canada) as a 

member of the Research & Analysis department. You can expect a friendly working environment at 

an innovative company in the heart of Hamburg, as well as great personal development 

opportunities and possibilities to define projects and shape your working environment. 

We are looking forward to your application, stating your salary expectations, via email. 

Contact 

Statista GmbH 

Jenny Frank 

Johannes-Brahms-Platz 1 

20355 Hamburg 

personal@statista.com 

Job description 

Permanent position 


